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A Conversation with Grant Wiggins about Prentice Hall Algebra 1, Geometry, 
Algebra 2… 
 
Q: What is UbD? 
A: UbD stands for Understanding by Design, a comprehensive approach to unit planning, and 
a series of resources on curricular planning developed by Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe 
and published by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD). 
 
Q: Why is it called Understanding by Design? 
A: Consider each phrase: as educators, we aim for student understanding, not merely the 
acquisition of superficial skill or knowledge.  We also aim for understanding by design as 
opposed to having it happen by chance or by luck. What is “understanding”? It is the ability to 
make meaning and to transfer prior learning to new tasks. Well, if you want those two things – 
and what teacher doesn’t? – you have to plan and design for it and not just hope it happens as 
an outgrowth of learning content. UbD helps you do so. 
 
Q: What do you mean by saying that understanding is two things: meaning making and 
transfer? 
A: Well, those are two different, yet related parts of the word. If a student can “connect the 
dots” or “see patterns” or “make inferences” that go beyond the particulars, then we all agree 
that the student really “understands.” But we also say that if a student can’t apply or transfer 
prior learning to new and perhaps unfamiliar situations and tasks, then the student really 
doesn’t “understand.” 
 
Q: Where in Prentice Hall Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2 is UbD included? 
A: Prentice Hall Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2 includes UbD in every 
• Chapter Overview 
• Chapter Math Background 
• Lesson Overview 
• Chapter Performance Task 
• Chapter Review 
 



Q: Why is UbD needed? 
A: Some well-meaning teachers think that understanding will somehow just happen as an 
outgrowth of learning key facts and skills.  Unfortunately this happens only rarely. To make 
sure that all students develop understanding, you have to deliberately and purposefully target 
students’ abilities to ask questions, make connections, and transfer their prior learning to new 
tasks. Doing so requires a more explicit plan where you design “backward” from 
understanding – meaning making and transference – instead of “backward” from content 
mastery. 
 
Q: How important is “understanding” in high school math instruction? Isn’t the point just to 
make sure students learn the key skills? 
A: This is a vital issue that educators may not think through sufficiently. Skill, by itself, does 
not answer the question, How and when should I use each skill? Answering that question 
requires understanding. Skill and knowledge by themselves do not help students solve new 
and unfamiliar-looking problems. (It’s like literacy and sports – you need to understand the big 
picture and the key strategies if you are to use your skills effectively.)  Problem solving 
requires applying learning to new and unfamiliar tasks. It is like literacy instruction: students 
need to know what to do when they get stuck or puzzled if they are going to be successful 
users of mathematics skills. 
 
Q: So math is not just skills and facts? 
A: No, there are some big ideas that can help students make sense of everything they do and 
make it more likely that they can solve new problems. Here is a big idea about problem 
solving: Problem solving is turning unknowns into knowns and unfamiliars into familiars, by 
means of helpful equivalences. That’s the point of learning to factor, regroup, or any 
simplifying techniques. These techniques also help students realize, slowly but surely, what 
the equal sign really means. 
Once students understand this idea – that is, they make it a key strategy – then they will “see” 
the skill work differently, with greater perspective.  They will better understand the value of 
each new skill and be more likely to transfer their learning to new problems. 
 
Q: So, is this where Big Questions can be found in math—questions about problem solving? 
A: That’s one key area for Big Questions: For example, What kind of problem is this? What 
does it remind me of? What is the problem really asking, even if it doesn’t say so directly?—
these are all big questions. They start out being the teacher’s questions; but they have to end 
up, over time, being the students’ questions if understanding is to occur.  
 
 

 
 

For more information, go to:  http://www.pearsonubd.com/ 
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